Product update: 2007 Waroo Pro.
At Best Kiteboarding, the R&D process never stops. Peter and his team are hard at work finishing the remaining kites
in the 07 line-up, which will continue to be the best performing, highest quality gear on the market.
If you have had the opportunity to fly the 2007 Waroo Pro, you already know that its performance is in a league of its
own. Built with the torsional rigidity of the Cuben Fiber in the leading edge, no other manufacturers’ kites comes close.
In designing a kite that delivered outstanding jumping and hangtime performance, the two most critical attributes for
our market, the R&D team believed that a bridle system that traded some turning speed for a slight reduction in bar
pressure would be the optimum and preferred set up.
In direct response to subsequent rider requests for faster turning speed and a more direct steering feel on the Waroo
Pro range of kites, the Best R&D team have implemented a new ‘Direct’ rear bridle set up that allows the much higher
aspect ratio Waroo Pro to turn exactly like the Waroo 07 - fast.
The new ‘Direct’ bridle delivers greater steering response; allowing the rider to initiate a turn more quickly than was
possible with the previous single pulley arrangement. With the ‘Direct’ bridle, the Waroo Pro produces a tighter, faster
turn with less sliding of the kite through the air. Power delivery through the turn is unaffected.
The slight trade off for this sharper steering and turning style is a slight increase in bar pressure when the kite is fully
powered, yet still incredibly light compared to a “bow” or “C” shaped kite. We hope that all customers will agree that
this gives the Waroo Pro the handling characteristics that they expect of a kite with the Waroo Pro name.
The new bridle arrangement will be shipped as standard on all forthcoming Waroo Pro kites and will shortly be made
available free of charge to all current customers who wish to make the switch.
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